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San Diego, California 
Major dinical uses of the new Doppler calor Row mapping 
technologies involve the imaging of disturbed flow through 
cardiac defects or valves. Nevertheless, there is little gen- 
eral understanding of the determinants of Row and of how 
low is imaged by these new systems. This review will 
attempt to relate the hydrodynamics through a simplified 
stenotic or regurgitant orifice with the physics and sampling 
theories relevant to the functioning of Doppler color flow 
Among the major applications of Doppler color flow map 
ping in clinical cardiology are those involving the visuaka- 
tion of the size, direction and position of accelerating flow 
through restrictive orifices. These include the flows imaged 
across stenotic and regurgitant valves as well as flows across 
septal defects in congenital heart disease. There is, however, 
considerable controversy and, in fact, little in the way of 
general understanding among clinicians who use color flow 
mapping concerning the interaction of physical factors that 
describe these flow phenomena and the actual mechanisms 
for detection and display of both laminar flows and turbulent 
flows by the Doppler color flow mapping technology itself. 
The purpose of this review is to examine aspects of flow 
as reviewed in this Seminar on in vitro models in heart 
disease and to relate these to the implementation of Doppler 
color flow mapping in currently available and soon to be 
expected instrumentation. I hope that this will enhance the 
reader’s understanding of the determinants of flow visualiza- 
tion itself and those aspects of Doppler color flow that can be 
more extensively quantitative than they currently are, as 
well as other observations that can only be expected to 
remain semiquantitative, at best, until there are significant 
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mapping systems. The goal will be to characterize the 
velocity resolution, spatial resolution, sensitivity and per- 
formance of these systems so that clinicians can understand 
why low la&s the way it does on Doppler color studies and 
which aspects of flow mapping can be expected to become 
more quantifiable than they are at present. 
(J AIR Co11 Cardiol1988;12:1354-65~ 
further advances in both our understanding of the determi- 
nants of Row and in the available instrumentation (l-3). 
Zones of Flow and the Structure of Jets: a 
Simplified Approach to Define the Task of 
Colw Flow Mapping 
Factors involved in sknotie md regurgitant Bows. In 
simplified terms that can be used to nonmathematically 
describe stenotic and regurgitant flows, emphasizing their 
similarities, we can assume that the zone of entry of flow into 
the restrictive orifice for forward or reverse (regurgitant) 
flow differs little between the two types of lesions; and that 
they differ primarily in the area distal to the orifice into 
which an accelerated jet of blood intrudes. For our general 
purpose, let us assume an orifice so narrow that laminar 
accelerating flow passes through an unbounded outflow 
(proximal) area relative to the orifice size so that viscous or 
surface factors in the area proximal to the orifice are 
negligible. We can, therefore, define an area of gradual 
acceleration of flow as blood accelerates before reaching the 
vena contracta, the narrowest area of the orifice, such that 
the stream progressively narrows and accelerates propor- 
tionately as dictated by the driving pressure gradient (Fig. I). 
Once inertial accelerationaf effects (the forces that are used 
to set the fluid into motion) are overcome, to begin the flow, 
there is little drag on the accelerating jet and little in the way 
of a turbulence -one proximal to the obstruction (4). The 
magnitude of the gradient, the extent of relative narrowing 
between the available ftow area and the area of flow when 
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Figure I. Schematic diagram of the acce!eration of flow toward the 
vena contracta of a restrictive orifice. With minimal viscous friction, 
the flow has minimal energy loss toward the surrounding fluid until 
it begins to dissipate into a turbulent distal flow zone (kft) and has 
sign&ant viscous loss and disorganization on reaching the bound- 
ing wall. The flow dynamics are described in the text and essentia!ly 
are schematically the same for a sknotic or a regurgitant restrictive 
orilice. 
flow reaches the narrowest area at the vena contracta and 
the amount of acceleration occurring as pressure is lost are 
all proportional. The highest velocity is reached at the vena 
contracta for simple, short sequence discrete orifice stenosis 
and, as shown in this Seminar, by Valdes-Cruz and Simpson 
(5) in this Seminar, is maintained for a variable distance 
between the two successive orilices of obstructions in series 
as flow exits the vena contracta as a high velocity laminar 
jet. From this point there is no further driving gradient and. 
even though flow may still accelerate as a function of 
pulsatility in time, the jet is maintained and penetrates into 
the receiving chamber for a definable distance (the intrusion 
distance) and then spatial deceleration characterizes the 
zone downstream from the vena contracta. 
We now, however, have three fuctors that must be 
characterized in this zone distal to the or&e and that will 
d#kr slightly between stenotic and regurgitant lesions; these 
relate to 1) whether the downstream chamber has only still, 
nonmoving fluid (or whether the cavity is slowly expanding 
to receive the jet), 2) whe&r additional sources of ctttry of 
flow into the chamber exist, and 3) whether the laminar jet 
strikes a valve or a wall shortly after exiting from the vena 
contracta. 
Churrctcristies of spread& hmlnar jet flows. In the 
simplest of the situations, the jet enters a highly compliant 
chamber of still fluid and is accepted without reverberating 
pressure waves, If this is the case, we have only deccltratlnn 
associated with the reverse of convective acceleration, that 
is, the retransformation of some of the velocity energy from 
kinetic energy back into potential energy, i.e., pressure 
recovery (6). During this decelerational process, there is a 
gradual loss of some of the energy into a boundary zone (Fig. 
I). Even in laminar flow, deceleration is a more disorganized 
process than is acceleration, and deceleration instability, 
with its associated spectral broadening, is characteristic of 
pulsed Doppler tracings of flows in great arteries as well as 
across atrioventricular valves. From the jet, oblique flow 
vectors are shed off a central core of a laminar flow (the je! 
core is approximately the same size, cross-sectionally, as the 
orifice into the distal chamber) into a boundary zone and the 
laminar flow is. itself, gradually dissipated and spread by 
viscous effects in the turbulent parajet area (7). These 
oblique vectors of spreading laminar flow are in fact impor- 
tant, and vortex shedding in our idealized system proceeds 
in a symmetric fashion from the jet until jet dissipation 
occurs into a zone of total swirling and lower velocity 
turbulence. The length of the laminar jet segment, the jet 
intrusion distance or reattachment length, has been explored 
by Roschke and Back (8). and in extensive writings by 
Wranne et al. (9). If viscosity is held constant and velocity is 
increased, jet intrusion distance varies as a function of 
velocity times diameter, and not truly as a function of 
volume flow but in a fashion that is more affected by the 
orifice cross section. That is, with a larger orifice, a propor- 
tionally greater volume will be required in order to be 
associated with a high enough driving pressure to yield an 
equivalently long jet intrusion distance. At a Reynolds 
number above 800 or 900, the ratio of width to length of the 
jets in still fluid levels off at about 1:5 or a ratio of length to 
width for jets of about 5:1(8-10). The zone downstream from 
jet intrusion, as stated, is a zone of lower velocity swirling 
and turbulence that is different from the higher velocity 
vortex shed zone and in which there is gradual recovery of 
some of the pressure lost and the resumption of laminar flow. 
If the flow zone is asymmetric in the sense that the jet 
goes around a curve or strikes a wall (both of which can 
occur concomitantly) then viscous losses occur asymmetri- 
cally against a boundary zone near the wall in a narrowing 
parajet area as the jet strikes the wall. This tends to keep the 
jet adjacent to the wall as it continues to decelerate, losing 
energy to viscous friction along that wall. This effect can be 
observed in vitro, as well as in biologic systems but, of 
course, is more difficult o define when flow is disturbed as 
the vessel wall recoils e!astically (I 1). 
Stenotic versms mgurgbnt jets. A major difference char- 
acterizing stenotic jets, which for the most part enter into 
still fluid from regurgitant jets or from stenotic jets entering 
into a cavity that is also receiving fluid ftom another source 
(ii the cavity also receives regurgitant flow as, for example, 
in aortic insufficiency and mitral stenosis or a patent ductus 
shunt entering the pulmonary artery). When the jet is struck 
by a fluid stream proceeding parallel to it or directed against 
it from another source, there is first deviation of the laminar 
jet direction and then early breakup of the laminar jet after a 
shortened intrusion distance with a length to width ratio 
significantly <5:1 and extensive radial swirling velocities or 
even free vortex generation (10,12). 
RoteofDoppkrcolorfkw&ualizationofflow.With 
these simplified concepts of flow in mind, it now behooves us 
to consider the determinants of Doppler color flow visual- 
ization of lower and higher velocity laminar flows, lower and 
higher velocity turbulent flows and the ability of Doppler 
color flow mapping to accurately characterize not only the 
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direction of flow but also the size and location of these flow 
zones. After reviewing the functioning of the flow mapping 
systems, we can consider the types of observations about 
flow that can be displayed in stenotic and regurgitant valve 
disease and discuss the advantages and limitations of the 
flow mapping technique in light of the interaction between 
the physics of flow and the algorithms available to evaluate 
flow within the Doppler color flow mapping technologies 
currently available to clinical cardiologists. 
Implementation of Doppler Color Flow 
Mapping Instruments Commercially 
Available or Under Development in 1988 
We will now consider the operation of real-time flow 
mapping systems starting with their mechanism of detection 
of Doppler shifts and the algorithms for computation of 
display and we will review velocity resolution, velocity 
accuracy and spatial resolution and methods for testing and 
evaluating system performance. 
Doppler flow sampling and tissue imaging. Doppler real- 
time flow mapping (and it is important to emphasize the 
spatial mapping aspect of this technique) is a rapid multigate 
pulsed Doppler interrogation of flow velocity and is most 
commonly implemented with a semiquantitative color dis- 
play. I usually object to the commonly used term “color 
doppler.” 1n essence, these devices are interrogating for 
flow with pulsed Doppler sample volumes placed one behind 
the other successively along each line of site within the scan 
plane. Commonly, 120 or so time or sample gates are 
sampled as sound energy comes back from the tissue with a 
gate length of about 0.4 mm, we11 within the Doppler axial 
resolution specifications and suggesting that the information 
from each gate is discrete and unique. A variable number of 
discrete lines of sight are sampled as determined by the fixed 
physical constraints of ultrasound travel time and depth of 
interrogation. An unabdidable trade-off exists between how 
long a time must be spent receiving the information from a 
specific line to a specified depth from the transducer before 
the next line can be sent out to interrogate the tissue. This 
fundamental time period determines pulse repetition fre- 
quency-the number of times a direction or position can be 
sampled in sequence-such that there is fundamental limita- 
tion of sampling rate. There are some new, sophisticated 
methods of having an array look in more than one direction 
at once (like a driver at a stop sign), but these are only just 
beginning to be implemented within these systems. If pulse 
repetition frequency is set (most often between 2 and 8 kHz), 
then the number of lines available for flow imaging is fixed 
and can be allocated for the interrogation of a fixed combi- 
nation of flow sampling angle (how big a sector angle is 
sampled for flow) versus line density (the angular spacing of 
sampled lines) versus frame rate such that an increase in any 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of data acquisition for a flow mapping 
system shows the multigate format of Doppler interrogation with 
gates obtained from the flow sector along a selected number of lines 
of sight. 
one of these is at the expense of a decrease in one or both of 
the others (Fig. 2). 
The Jlow mapping systems are therefore sharing time 
between tissue imaging and Doppler sampling and, in addi- 
tion, although it takes only one sending and receiving of a 
line to sample tissue for imaging, accurate calculation of 
Doppler shift frequencies usually requires a number of 
successive sampling interrogations comparing the baseline 
frequency with the received Doppler shifted frequency over 
five to eight interrogations in sequence. It is not infrequent, 
therefore, to have systems that image 900 of tissue and only 
49 or even 300 of flow within the sector and, when the flow 
sector is narrower, the area sampled can be sampled either 
more accurately or at a higher frame rate. Commercially 
available flow mapping systems, therefore, are found to 
function at lower frame rates, I2 to 29 or 30/s and at lower 
pulse repetition frequencies than those of comparable non- 
flow imaging Doppler systems. Likewise, because of the low 
pulse repetition frequencies used, atiasing-erroneous dis- 
play of Doppler information in an opposite direction or color 
coding-is quite common in flow mapping, 
Information processing In DoppIer flow mappIng. The 
information coming back along each line for the five to eight 
successive interrogations is next subjected to a wall filter to 
remove clutter from high intensity but slow-moving reflec- 
tors like walls. This filter differs from a high pass filter in !!xt 
it is designed to work with short bursts of information and is 
commonly called a digital moving target indicator filter. The 
remaining signal is then sampled continuously during return 
and subdivided into return time gates, which are discretely 
and separately computed by the Doppler processor. For 
each gate, the baseline frequency of interrogation is com- 
pared with the summed and averaged received frequencies 
within the sampled volume and the Doppler shift frequencies 
as a phase shift (the difference between the frequency sent 
and that received) are determined therein. For the most part, 
gray scale Doppler spectra have been computed with use of 
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a fast Fourier transform algorithm in which a model of the 
Doppler shii information is newly generated. Because of the 
massive amounts of data that must be calculated and the 
short computation times available in order to achieve a 
real-time display, wherein the computed flow data are super- 
imposed back onto the moving tissue image in its correct 
spatial location at 15 or more frames per second, computa- 
tional short cuts have been taken in Doppler color mapping 
systems (1,2,13). The most commonly used algorithm for 
this computation is an autocorrelation solution to the calcu- 
lation of the Doppler shift. In essence, sequential changes 
between the frequency of interrogation and the Doppler 
shifted signal present in successfully returning samp!es from 
each depth are compared with each other sequentially and 
summed to yield a mean Doppler shift. 
To explain what happens next in a simplified way, these 
devices contain within their memory a number of potential 
model solutions to Doppler shifts corresponding to known 
velocities of flow at the f@uency of interrogation used. Not 
uncommonly, 16 or even 32 potential model solutions for the 
mean Doppler sbif? are available and the computer calculates 
and compares the summed phase shift information content of 
each sampled gate along each sampled line with the curves in 
memory to achieve the closest fit and result in a velocity 
assignmnent. Next, the accuracy of this tit-that is, how 
close it actually is--is tested and the statistical variance 
between the curve in memory and the received data is 
determined. The curves in memory represent idealized fre- 
quency information for flow at a single uniform velocity 
without significant contamination by velocities other than 
the mean frequency. For the actual received signals, even 
for the closest fit, there may be significant statistical variance 
determined around the mean frequency. This can acur not 
only in turbulent flow, but also in situations in which the 
sampled volume overlaps an area in which laminar Bow 
velocity is accelerating or decelerating over the sampled 
space or time such that, even if the flow is laminar, the 
information cocttined within the sampled volume may con- 
tain a variety of velocities. This can result in the calculation 
of variance even if there is no tubulence. 
Display in Doppler kw mapping. Once velocity is as- 
signed for each of the discrete samples and variance is 
calculated around the determined mean velocity for flow 
toward or away from the interrogating transducer, then a 
display is generated. As stated before, the real-time display 
in most of these systems to date is a color-coded display, 
wherein pixels are allocated in a scan converter overlying 
the tissue information. In the scan converter, these velocity 
color pixels (which may vary in size, in update rate or in how 
the information within them may be averaged spatially for 
M-in or averaged temporarily for smoothing) are then as- 
signed a primary color of red, for flows proceeding toward 
the transducer, or blue, for flows away from the transducer, 
with a stepped semiquantitative scale often over 16 or 32 
steps. As the velocity toward or away from the transducer 
gets higher, the color red or blue becomes brighter or 
changes to a more brilliant hue. Use of the darker colors for 
lower velocities, together with the effect of the wall hlter 
settings and problems of sensitivity and angle dependence 
for low velocity flows, makes tow velocities difficult to 
appreciate in color flow mapping even when they are de- 
tected. Without a reallocation of the color dynamic range 
toward a brighter color for lower velocity, the dim colors 
assigned to low velocity flows are difficult o see. 
After a primary color is assigned for velociry, a second- 
ary overlay can be generated. In some display methods a 
second scale of intensity of color can be assigned as a 
function of the amplitude or strength of the Doppler &ii 
within the area of interest (Fig. 3) or a function of how many 
cells are moving. Most commonly, the secondary assign- 
ment of color hue is generated by mkirg v&h the primarily 
assigned blue or red color a variable amount of the color 
green, depending on how much statistical variance of veloc- 
ity has been calculated (Fig. 4, top). The actual implemen- 
tation of this cosmetic of color and the appearance of 
“variance” still diiTers significantly a,nong systems. Be- 
cause all abnormal flows have differing velocities and be- 
cause high variances tend to highlight flow abnormalities, the 
so-called color variance or “tubulence” display is very 
important in clinical Row mapping and its applications. 
Another method of flow calculation and dispIay currently 
used does not calculate the Doppler frequency or shift 
(velocity) or its variance at all, but primarily integrates all 
received Doppler frequency shifts together to calculate the 
power or amplitude of the Doppler shift strength (propor- 
tional to the number of cells moving) for flows toward and 
away from the transducer. This is commonly called “power 
mode” and is quite helpful when a large number of cells are 
moving at low velocity (Fig. 4, bottom). 
A n;rmber of color schemes, mixing and shading various 
potential parameters ofJow information or combining and 
weighting power, velocity, variance, and so forth, are pas- 
sible as are a number of graphic noncolor disptays. Only 
clinical practice and experimental work determining the type 
of information that is important to display as well 3s new 
technologies for computation and pseudo three-dimensional 
displays will dictate which types of flow displays will be of 
importance in the future. 
The last aspect of the generation of the colorflow display 
to be considered is how the tissue and the flow irtfornration 
are interrelated. Doppler interrogation, in general, is accom- 
plished with poorer spatial resolution than is the correspond- 
ing resolution for tissue reflections in the same area. It is 
therefore quite common for flow to be seemingly detected in 
locations beyond the areas where flow actually is. In early 
flow mapping systems this was commonly visualized as flow 
extending onto the tissue echoes, thereby producing a ghost- 
ina effect, in addition to Bow overlaid on walls that were 
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Figure 3. Image of a constant volume nonpulsatile flow tube with 
the Hewlett-Packard (HP) system. The color scale on the calibrarion 
bar (upper right) shows velocity on the vertical scale and intensity 
(or amplitude, the number of particles moving) on the horizontal 
scale. In this figure for tube flow going away from the transducer, 
the signal is aliased on the right side of the image where flow is at a 
higher angle of rnterrogation fo the interrogating line of sight 
originating at the scan apex. The 9.5 mm dimension of the tube is 
imaged relatively accurately. 
moving (if the Doppler shift from the walls was not removed 
by the “wall filt&“). To limit this effect and “tuck” the 
Figure 5. Doppler color Row image of a gradually accelerating 
stream from a subvalvular tunnel shows accelerating flow away from 
the transducer (top) aliasing from blue to red, aliasing back to blue 
and then the downstream turbulence distal to the obstruction 
(bottom). 
Figure 4. Upper panel, a velocity variance map of superior vena 
cava (SVC) flow is shown. On this Toshiba cdor scale the vertical 
scale is velocity and the horizontal scale moving toward the right, 
proceeding into orange and turquoise, shows increasing variance or 
turbulence. Lower panel, once we interrogate the same superior 
vena cava with power mode, where the vertical scale represents the 
amplitude of the Doppler shift (i.e., how many cells are moving), the 
low vetocity flow in the superior vena cava is better resolved with a 
higher density color fill for flow both on the two-dimensional image 
on the right side and the M-Q mode (the color overlay M-mode) 
shown on the lower Wt. 
Doppler resolution into the tissue resolution, a “tissue 
priority” algorithm has been used that excludes flow infor- 
mation from a pixel that has already been assigned a tissue 
information echo of a given intensity so that the two are not 
allowed to overlap. This algorithm is implemented by the 
“intePigent” scan convener. 
Doppler Spatial, Velocity Resolution and 
Sensitivity and the Frequency, Gafin and 
Pulse Repetition Frequency Dependence of 
Flow imaging 
The capabilities and limitations of Doppler color mapping 
systems have not been well defined in terms of physical 
parameters; yet, how flow is visualized in relation to instru- 
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ment performance has considerable clinical importance. 
Although in vitro testing can provide only a gross estimate of 
how performance factors relate to actual patient studies, a 
variety of efforts in our laboratory and in others have been 
geared toward establishing objective criteria for evaluating 
instrument performance. Our first efforts (14) were aimed at 
characterizing velocity sensitivity and spatial resolution of 
coIor flow mapping systems in relation to iaminar flow. To 
accomplish this, we generated in vitro models of laminar 
flow with a constant (nonpulsatile) flow system through 
tubing of known diameter (between 1.6 and 15.9 mm). The 
scatterer consisted of 0.1 to 0.175 (by weightj cornstarch 
suspension and the tubing was latex with uniform wall 
thickness and the center stream velocity for llow with a 
parabolic flow profile was about 91 cm/s (mean velocity 
about 42 cm/s). 
Dopptn res&tIon for How mapping. The studies that we 
performed were designed to see flow velocities which ex- 
ceeded the Nyquist limit, even after angle correction, and as 
expected for a pulse Doppler system (IS) we would see color 
aliasing (Tig. 3). In those studies we could show that 
resolution for flow mapping actually was slightly poorer than 
resolution for tissue mapping, especially with an inappropri- 
ate transmit focus. That is, for a system focused in the near 
field for far field tube location, flow area exceeded the known 
diameters of the tube by as much as 300%; this is an 
exaggeration of the type of distortions that we see in patients 
using variable transmit and dynamic focusing to improve 
lateral resolution and using an appropriate elevational lens 
on the front of the transducer to improve azimuthal resolu- 
tion. Most commercially available scanners maintained 
known flow diameter within about 10% of known tube 
diameter. When poor lateral resolution defocused the Dop 
pler image, the tissue “priority” algorithm tended to im- 
prove the actual delineation of flow by tucking the flow 
echoes into the tube echoes, but if echo gain for the tissue 
portion of the echo was too high and lateral resolution 
caused the tube wall echoes to spread out, the area of flow 
was underestimated. 
These e@cts are probably most important to co,uider- 
ations related to imaging the actualflow through stenoric 
lesions; that is, if distortion of the tissue portion of the echo 
of an orifice will limit the mapping of flow to pixels without 
tissue then the actual flow orifice estimated by flow imaging 
may, in fact, be an underestimation. The angle dependence 
of flow mapping was graphically illustrated in these tube 
experiments because aliasing occurred in areas where inter- 
rogation was more parallel to the direction of flow but not in 
areas where flow is more perpendicular. This is also seen in 
Figure 3. It should be appreciated that all color flow map 
velocity assignments are, in fact,. dependent on the angle 
between the direction of interrogation and the direction of 
flow. Although angle correction and reassignment of colors 
is not clinically practiced at the present time, it is not 
unlikely that such software will be developed for use on 
ultrasound instruments in the future if they are to be more 
quantitative. 
‘W?h optimization of flow streams in our model, the 
minimat diameter of flow that we saw in a tube with a ‘3.8 mm 
wall thickness was such that we could not see the 0.25% 
cornstarch flowing in a tube of 1.6 mm diameter, Frt we 
couid see flow with a variety of instruments in tubes ~-2 mm 
with flow velocities of approximately 40 cmfs. This ctirre- 
sponds clinictiy with our ability to see iiow through ven- 
tricular septal defects when they are between 1 and 2 mm. 
Detection of low velocity fbw. ‘Ike last aspect of basic 
instrument performance that we have evaluated in our 
studies is the minimal flow velocity. With an appmptiate 
variable wall filter or clutter filter that can he dropped down 
to l or 2 cm/s, in a variety of our studies the minimai flow 
velocity that we have seen, both by tow ilow velocity angular 
orientation of tubes to transducer or by Iooking at moving 
tubes, was just about 4 cm/s. We have also tested two other 
methods to improve resolution of tow velocity fiow when 
signal strength is lower than it would be in optimal tube 
conditions. fn order to attempt to see very low velocity flows 
in vivo in adult patients, such as in areas where low velocity 
flow would occur in an aneurysm with swirling Row as an 
example, we have attempted to mimic a low signal to noise 
situation by distorting the fluid around a laminar flow tube 
model. In this situation, resolution of low velocity Row was 
improved by changing dynamic range so that low velocity 
flow could be displayed with a brighter color. We did this by 
lowering pulse repetition frequency so that the overall 
vetocity range extended only up to a lower velocity before 
aliasing occurred or by maintaining the same frequency, but 
changing the dynamic range scale to brighten the colors 
allocated to low velocity flow -‘of contrast.” In addition to 
these changes of display methods for low velocity tIow using 
power mode, we found significant improvement in the de- 
tectability of flows in this range as, for instance, in the 
superior vena cava on the supersternal view when power 
mode interrogation and velocity variance mode were com- 
pared (Fig. 4). 
E&et of instrument Wings ott flow visualiitiou. Other 
factors change the appearance of both laminar and turbulent 
Bows with currently available flow mapping systems, as 
reported in both in vivo and in vitm studies (16,17). Jones et 
al. (16) studied an animal model of quantifiable mitral insuf- 
ficiency and performed color flow mapping in the steady 
state using two different ultrasound devices while systemat- 
ically varying gain, pulse repetition frequency and trans- 
ducer interrogation frequency. They found that, for the same 
degree of mitral insufficiency Row. the area of a “turbulent” 
mitral insufficiency jet visualized increased as a function of 
instrument gain and as a function of transducer frequency 
and decreased with increasing pulse repetition frequency. 
Another observation in that study (16) was that the orificejet 
width visualized right behind the mitral valve uniformly 
exceeded the known size of the orifice in the animals, again 
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relating to hteral resolutL It appears, as will be discussed, 
that the major determinant in these results was the variance 
imaged area, because in vitro studies performed by Tamura 
et al. (17) showed the same changes in variance detection, 
that is, increasing with increasing gain, increasing as a 
function of frequency of interrogation and increasing as a 
function of decreasing pulse repetition frequency. (The same 
degree of statistical variation in velocity occupies a larger 
portion of the potentially available velocity scale at lower 
pulse repetition frequency and, therefore, is proportionately 
assigned as more variance weighting.) In genera!, most users 
of color flow instruments have found that more flow, espe- 
cially lower velocities filling in the image, as well as more 
turbulent flow, is imaged with these devices, when the pulse 
repetition frequency setting is low, such as 4 kHz, as 
described above for the laminar flow and disturbed flow 
observations. The relevance of the increase in frequency 
causing an increase in variance area does not correspond to 
the clinical setting, where ultrasound attenuation produces 
significant loss of signal as interrogation frequency is in- 
creased. 
There is another observation in the work of Jones et al. 
(16) that is relevant to the clinical application of some of 
these concepts of why flow looks the way it does with color 
flow mapping. This is the finding that with a set and 
unchanging degree of mitral insufficiency, the variant regur- 
gitation jet area was greater on a Toshiba system than on an 
Aloka system and was intermediate between the two with a 
Hewlett-Packard system. This corresponds almost directly 
to the slope for the algorithm used for encoding variance, 
which encodes variance more heavily and at a lower statis- 
tical level of velocity variability with a Toshiba than with 
either of the other two technologies. As such, a number of 
variables that can be defined for the instrument significantly 
Sect why flow looks the way it does, both for laminar flow 
and turbulent flow. One example of these factors can be 
briefly summarized in the sense that flow will often spread 
out into areas where it does not belong as a function of 
lateral resolution and the tissue priority algorithm can be 
used effectively to limit flow to cavity or orifice areas unless 
the tissue gain is too high. Standardization needs to be 
achieved for gain in these instruments, and in general the 
lower pulsed repetition frequency probably most suffices to 
achieve good visualization and standardized sensitivity. 
Having considered the structure and physics offow, and 
to some extent the technology of flow mapping and some of 
the variables that determine why flow images look the way 
they do, it now becomes appropriate to combine consider- 
ations of the two and review instrumentation and physica! 
factors specific to the visualization of flow through restric- 
tive oritices, mainly as they relate to diseases with stenotic 
and regurgitant flows. 
Visualization of Flow Proximal and Distal to 
Restricting Orifices: Determinants of Doppler 
Color Imaging of Zones of Laminar, 
Turbulent and Lower Velocity Swirling Flow 
Laminar flow in the a&era&g me. Smooth laminar 
flow as a graduafly accelerating stream within a normal 
circulatory system, or within the proximal preorlfice area in 
a patient, or an in vitro model with an abnormal valve (i.e., 
that is proximal to the restrictive orifice) shows a gradual 
increase in color from darker to lighter shades until it 
exceeds the Nyquist (15) limit, where velocity solution 
becomes ambiguous and aliasing begins. At this stage, the 
ra?e of sampling is too low to unambiguously resolve the 
Doppler shift such that high velocity flows toward or away 
from the transducer are erroneously or ambiguously shown 
in the opposite direction. As such, for color aEasing for flows 
away from the transducer, these would be erroneously 
aliased to the highest velocity red allocation once having 
exceeded the Nyquist limit at the highest velocity blue. Such 
flows can be distinguished from a reversal in velocity, which 
would normally take place first with deceleration toward the 
opposite color and often with significant associated turbu- 
lence. The digital display of the gradual accelerating stream 
(Fig. 5 and 6) is a computer-processed two-dimensional 
echocardiographic examination with color flow map overlay 
in which the color codes have been retransformed into digital 
representations with an RGB computer on a scale of 0 to 7 
for a three-bit solution. We can see the gradual accelerating 
stream as an increase in the numerical blue assignment and 
then its immediate alias to the highest numerical red velocity 
in the opposite color code. As shown by Simpson et al. in a 
previous study (18) and in this Symposium (5), iow levels of 
“turbulence” or more properly, more variances are often 
displayed in this region. This probably does not relate to true 
hydrodynamic turbulence, but to the fact that the rate of 
acceleration is high enough that a gradual increase in veloc- 
ities is detected within each pixel or within the time of 
sampling associated with rapid acceleration yielding statisti- 
cal variance. 
A number of observations in this zone of progressive 
Iaminar acceleration are relevant. For Iow velocity laminar 
flow, or at the edges of the accelerating stream, flow dropout 
has been gradually and commonly observed such that Hoit et 
al. (19) found that cardiac output calculated using the color 
flow map area of cross-sectional flow underestimated cardiac 
output when the latter was in the normal range. For flows of 
significant signal strength and significant velocity in an 
aliased zone, Krabill et al. (20) found that the area mapped as 
the aliased flow, because of lateral resolution problems, 
usually overestimated the orifice size. Interesting observa- 
tions of this proximal acceleration zone, however, may be of 
importance clinically and include: 1) the observation (21) 
that the length of the proximal acceleration zone proximal to 
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Figure 6. The digital representation of the color 
flow map pixel intensities from this image of acccl 
eration (outlined by rectangle in Figure 5) shows 
increasing blue intensities and color aliasiilg with 
decreasing intensities of red, which can also be 
displayed as a pseudo three-dimensional map as 
shown in the bwer pad. 
the vena contracta as outlined by the alias corresponds with Visualizatiollof~velocityloniMrcureoftbejet. A 
the severity of obstruction; 2) our observation (22) that the variety of observations can be made by looking at the high 
extent of narrowing of the alias stream from its initial velocity laminar core of the jet that is often multiply aliased. 
appearance to the point where it enters the vena contracta, Yoganathan et al. (24) showed that, in general, within the 
likewise, corresponds with the severity of the obstruction; limits of lateral resolution, this high velocity core of the jet 
and 3) the observation of Hoit et al. (23) that in hypertrophic corresponds in severity with the degree of aortic stenosis in 
aortic stenosis, the length of the proximal acceleration that an in vitro model and is in fact an indirect indicator of orifice 
begins significantly proximal to the point of maximal systolic size, usually overestimating or&e size by a factor of about 
anterior motion of the mitral valve correlates highly with the 20% for aortic stenosis and for the known orifice size in 
degree of angular deviation of flow at the septd bulge and the mitral insufficiency (as shown by Jones et al. 1161 in the 
severity (by gradient) of subaortic obstruction. All these experimental sheep model). This accelerated zone, there- 
observations point out that this proximal zone of accelerat- fore, does reflect orifice size and the color encoding, aliased 
ing flow therefore can be quantitated by color flow mapping or not, reflects node velocity. It is diEtcult, unfortunately. 
and may be of significant interest. Accelerated flow zones to image an adult patient with aortic stenosis from the right 
and aliasing, therefore, represent an important area for study sternal border and the superstenral notch and, as such, a 
by color flow mapping because it appears that the aliasing direct observation of the accelerated stream of laminar core 
gives quantitative information and can, in fact, be un- flow has not had very much diagnostic impact in patients 
wrapped and understood. with aortic stenosis. 
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F&e 7. The high velocity laminar core of a steno- 
tic jet in a patient with mitral stenosis is visualized 
within the left ventricular cavity end shows jet size 
and jet direction. A halo of turbulence is visualized 
around the mitra! flow. 
There is additional information that can be gleaned from 
examining this laminar core zone, which often has its outer 
boundary delineated by a zone of initial deceteration appear- 
ing as a halo of turbulence around a laminar core region (Fig. 
7). The aliased !amicar core is usually an indicator of the 
direction of the jet and this can assist clinical Doppler 
applications in using interrogation by spectral methods for 
pulsed or continuous wave velocity by informing the exam- 
iner whether angle correction is appropriate or necessary or 
whether or not the sampling has been obtained over the 
highest velocity area of the jet, or both. Yoganathan and 
coworkers (25) have shown, in conjunction with clinical 
observations by Recusani et al. (26), that angle correction 
beyond 30” for high velocity jets unfortunately usually yields 
overestimation. This exists because of oblique velocity 
vectors in the boundary zone where the vortices are shed 
from the laminar jet and may in fact still contain signikantly 
high velocities and be parallel to the direction of interroga- 
tion even though the remainder of the laminar core may be at 
an angle; therefore anglexorrecting for the central laminar 
core velocity direction mLy be inappropriate if some of the 
highest velocities being interrogated by the continuous wave 
Figure 8, In vitro model of mitral insufkiency (Ml) 
shows a jet spray area coming toward the transducer 
through a leak in a prosthetic mitral valve (MV) from the 
mechanical efi ventricle (LV) into a mechanical 1eR 
atrium (LA). There is little in the way of laminar core: 
most of the flow encoded within this regurgitant flow 
zone is a spray (turbulent) of varianoe encoded pixels. 
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beam are. in fact, velocities obtained in the border zone 
where the flow is parallel to the direction of interrogation. 
Nonetheless. when continuous wave Doppler interrogation 
can be specifically redirected along the direction of the 
laminar core using the color flow map as a guide to where 
and in what direction the high velocity laminar zone is 
imaged, improvement can be obtained in the accuracy of the 
continuous wave Doppler study. 
The len& 0j r/te Inalirtar tulle, f/tat is, tlw jer im-irsiorf 
distmtce, is more relevant to valvular insufficiency and has 
been studied by physical-optical methods (9) and by color 
flow mapping methods (IO). In those studies, a high corre- 
lation was observed between the length of the laminar core 
jet from needle orifices with use of Doppler echocardiog- 
raphy compared with jet visualization studies using india ink 
optically visualized under identical situations. However. the 
5: I length to width ratio of these jets observed in still fluid 
were not observed clinically in patients whose jets were 
shorter, or in the model when swirling flows were directed 
by swirling the fluid either against the jet or parallel to the 
direction of the jet: this applies to jets proceeding into a 
regurgitant cavity with flows filling that cavity from another 
direction, such as pulmonary venous Row in mitral insuffi- 
ciency. or parallel to the mitral inffow as in aortic insuffi- 
ciency. In these circumstances, the laminar jet zone of high 
velocity flow broke up rapidly into turbulent decelerating 
eddies often adhering to the walls of the chamber and with an 
appearance similar to valvular insufficiency (27). 
area of the regurgitant flow on two-dimensional color flow 
mappings corresponds with the angiographic grade of valve 
insufficiency and, in fact. roughly with the regurgitant vol- 
ume calculated in instrumented animals or in in vitro models. 
These studies have all shown that the major determinant of 
the size of the regurgitant jet. even more so than the volume 
of flow, is the velocity of flow; in fact raising afterload 
clinically or increasing the inlet velocity has a significant 
effect on the regurgitant Row area as imaged by Doppler 
color 4ow mapping beyond what would be expected for just 
the change in regurgitant volume. Likewise, to produce a 
sufficient increase in regurgitant flow as imaged in proportion 
to an increase in orifice size requires a major increase in 
volume such that inlet velocity can in fact be maintained. 
Simpson et al. (33) found that significantly higher flow rates 
were required to produce equivalent color jet areas from 
larger orifices and in essence this required the production 
and maintenance of a high velocity even when flow pro- 
ceeded through a large orifice. A similar result was reported 
by Davidoff et al. (34) who found flow rate the major 
determinant of Doppler color flow mapping, In the study of 
Simpson et al. (32). power mode usually overestimated 
regurgitant flow area compared with velocity variance map- 
ping but the overall correlation between power mode and 
regurgitant volume was significantly better than that ob- 
tained for velocity variance mapping. 
The concept of Bolger et al. (31) regarding this rate- 
velocity dependency of color flow mapping is not surprising 
in view of the technique used for mapping. basically being a 
velocity variance detection scheme rather than a volume 
Row or power scheme, as usually implemented in these 
studies. They proposed that the basic underlying determi- 
nant being expressed by color flow mapping is, in fact, the 
kinetic energy of the jet, which can be expressed by the 
formula: 
i mass x velocity2 (where mass = volume x density) 
Kinetic energy = 
Regurgitant volume x (I.05 g/cm’) x velocity’ 
2 
Thus kinetic energy is most clearly related to the regurgitant 
turbulent area, best referred to as the jet spray area. which 
may or may not be related to the volume displaced by the jet 
shown in Fig. 8. 
T:) rnkx tfk ritnjor pOi;i! t fthic dis-wiofr. it is unclear 
what the true relation between the combination of velocity 
variance encoding in the image in valvular insufficiency is to 
the regurgitant volume and it may turn out that some 
weighted factor between power mode type information or 
velocity variance information has a closer relation to valvu- 
lar insufficiency (35). This has sometimes been referred to as 
a “rainbow mode” that represents a mixed color encoding 
between various types of velocity and power algorithms. 
This is an area still subject to significant fundamental inves- 
tigation by which further in vitro studies should be expected 
to make a significant contribution to our basic understanding 
of what flow is like in terms of hydrodynamics and what flow 
mapping yields in terms of types of visualizatio-i. 
Summary 
From the preceding considerations, I hope that the reader 
will understand that the appreciation of hydrodynamics, 
physics and instrumentation aspects of flow mapping leads 
to a better understanding of the types of observations that 
may be chnically relevant and provide the clinical cardiolo- 
gist with a more comprehensive approach to flow mapping 
data. In vitro studies such as those presented in this Sym- 
posium also serve as a dialogue among clinicians, hydrody- 
namics experts and engineers to enhance a general under- 
standing of clinically encountered flow phenomena. Such in 
vitro studies aid attempts to design and optimize flow 
imaging systems in the hope that they can become a more 
reproducible, more widely standardized technology yielding 
more easily obtained and directly applicable quantifiable 
clinical information. 
Another area recently in need of this type of understand- 
ing involves recent observations in velocity mapping that 
have been forthcoming from tine magnetic resonance imag- 
ing (18). The latter imaging studies have yielded flow voids 
where, as acceleration occurs in flowing areas, signal 
strength for magnetic resonance imaging appears to fall; 
there have been conflicting statements as to whether these 
represent high velocity laminar areas or areas of turbulence. 
Because they represent higher velocity Row in general going 
in and out of the plane of magnetic field, they probably 
represent a combination of both high velocity or turbulence, 
or both. An understanding of the interrelations between the 
type of flow velocity information forthcoming from real-time 
color flow maps compared with that obtainable by nuclear 
magnetic resonance imaging will probably become important 
to cardiologists and radiologists in the future if they are to 
attempt to compare and interrelate these two imaging mo- 
dalities. 
The purpose of this paper has been to attempt to relate an 
understanding of simplified concepts of hydrodynamics and 
instrumentation to provide an index of why flow appears the 
way it does on color flow mapping technology at the present 
time and to generate ideas for new applications and a more 
standardized implementation of the flow map technoiogy. 
Within the context of this Symposium on in vitro models, it 
is hoped that the reader will understand the vital role played 
by in vitro studies in the application and comprehension of 
new technologies like Doppler color flow mapping echocar- . . 
diography when they are introduced into clinical cardiology. 
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